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enriched with HeiQ Viroblock
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Hand hygiene has always been 
an important practice to avoid 
the spread of pathogens.

Due to the recent health emergency, the habit 
of frequently sanitizing our hands has become 
fundamental: it is important to do so every time we 
enter or leave stores, offices, bars, or public transport.

The repeated use of alcohol-based products (like 
common hydro-alcoholic gel) can cause dryness and 
discomfort to sensitive skin, especially in presence of 
cuts or scratches.

This problem can be even more annoying in winter, 
when the delicate skin of the hands demands intense 
hydration.
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SANI:CREAM

A complete hand treatment with 
an effective sanitizing action, 
giving hydration and comfort to 
even the most sensitive skin.

Sani:Cream combines hydration and protection in an 
innovative ointment.

Its formula is enriched with HeiQ Viroblock, an 
antimicrobial technology containing silver chloride, to 
offer the maximum protection.

The result is a refreshing, nourishing cream that 
hydrates, protects and absorbs quickly, offering at the 
same time an effective sanitizing action.



Antimicrobial properties
of HeiQ Viroblock Technology

HeiQ Viroblock is an exclusive combination of silver and 
vescicle technology, designed to inhibit growth and persitence 
of bacteria.
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Features and benefits

2 in 1
HYDRATING

+
SANITIZING

Technology Compact design

The compact 50 ml package is perfect to be 
carried anywhere.

Effective protection

Maximum protection of a cream against 
pathogens.

Cosmetic grade quality

All ingredients of HeiQ Viroblock treatment 
are safe and sustainable.

Hydrating action

The product does not dry the skin. It leaves even 
the most sensitive hands soft and hydrated.

Alcohol free.
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Packaging

The counter dispaly contains 24 pieces of 50 ml each.
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Founded in 2005 as a spin-off of the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology in Zurich (ETH), HeiQ is a leading company that 
creates some of the most effective, durable and high-performance 
technologies currently available on the market.

The goal of HeiQ is to improve the quality of life of billions of 
people by perfecting everyday use materials. Combining scientific 
research, manufacturing of specialty materials and branding for 
consumer ingredients, HeiQ is the ideal innovation partner to create 
differentiated and sustainable products.
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Attachments
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viale Zileri, 4/16B
36050 Monteviale (VI)
+39 0444 567843
info@auragroup.it
auragroup.it

In partnership with

HEIQ, VIROBLOCK and HEIQ VIROBLOCK are trademark(s) or registered trademark(s) and properties of HeiQ Materials AG.
The use of these trademark(s) is subject to approval from HeiQ.

Aura Group S.r.l.

- Italy


